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THE ART OF PUBLIC ART 
Penn Yan has been awarded a $10 
million downtown redevelopment 
initiative (DRI) grant, aimed at sparking 
investment in and redevelopment of 
historic downtown.  A key goal of the 
winning grant application was the 
promise to focus on art as an "economic 
engine."  Certainly there are some 
obvious ways in which art can have an 
economic impact - through sales, 
through development of live/work space 
to attract more artists to the area, and 
through the completion of the Sampson 
Theater.  Less obvious, perhaps, is the 
place public art can have in spurring and 
supporting economic development. 
  
―Public art" is any kind of artistic 
endeavor planned and executed in a 
public place (usually outside) intended 
to be accessible to everyone.  The 
purpose of such art is to enrich 
communities by igniting imaginations, 
encouraging thought and prompting 
discourse.  A side effect of such artistic 
endeavors can have economic 
implications, but also may just be fun.  
Public art tends to be engaging for 
residents and visitors alike. 

 
Public art can 
take many forms, 
including murals, 
sculpture, 
memorials, 
architecture, 
landscape 
architecture, 
digital mediums, 
performances 
and festivals.  
Public art can be 
temporary or 
permanent work 
and is generally, 
according to 

Americans For The Arts, created in 

response to specific places and 
community because it often interprets 
history, reflects the people of a certain 
place or reflects important local issues.  
It is art that 
attracts attention. 
 
Although the Arts 
Center of Yates 
County does not 
have a specific, 
transformative 
project needing 
funding with DRI 
funds, the Arts 
Center Board has 
made it clear to 
administrators of 
the grant that 
they are willing to 
help encourage 
and assess the 
inclusion of 
artistic elements 
in proposed 
projects.  
Possible ideas 
include the 
incorporation of sculptural elements on 
signs, redesigning streetscapes to 
highlight historic architecture and 
landscapes or including artistic elements 
in public trails and parks.  In fact, in a 
small way, the Arts Center will help 
begin the process this summer.  Using 
funds from a grant from the Yates    
Endowment, the Arts Center is working 
in partnership with the Village of Penn 
Yan, several professional artists and 
local students of all ages to paint a 
number of picnic tables in local parks. 
 
Public art is an interactive process that 
attracts attention to a community, helps 
"make place" and brings people 
together.  We look forward to seeing 
more of this essential element develop 
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ARTS CENTER 
 BOARD MEMBERS: 

 
Class of 2019 
Faith Benedict 

John Christensen 
Daryl Davis 

Cindy Kowalski 
Anita Maroscher 
Kathy McFiggens 

Sandra Young 
 

Class of 2020 
Dick Murphy 
Kathy Ring 
Deb Scharf 

 
Class of 2021 

Lynn Blumenau 
Marsha Devine 

George Dornberger 
Caryl Flickinger 
Howard LeVant 
Dixon Zorovich 

 
Officers 

Dixon Zorovich, Pres. 
Kathy Ring, VP 

Anita Maroscher, Treas. 
Daryl Davis, Sec. 

 
Executive Director 

Kris Pearson 
 
 

MISSION: 
 

The Arts Center’s     
mission is to enrich the 
quality of life of Finger 

Lakes residents, artists, 
and visitors by providing  
opportunities for active  
participation in the arts. 

 
To this end, we plan,  
promote, and develop  

art programs and  
projects; coordinate, 

schedule, and publicize 
events; develop & main-
tain physical facilities. 

 
 

VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNITIES: 

 
Interested in volunteering 

at the Arts Center?   
Contact volunteer     

coordinator  
Lynn Blumenau at  

Lynnblumenau 
@gmail.com . Volunteers 
serve as docents in the 
Flick Gallery, help hang 
artwork for shows, pre-

pare food for exhibit 
openings, help in various 
capacities with fundrais-
ing events throughout 

the year and serve on a 
variety of committees.  

FROM THE BOARD PRESIDENT 

I started the new year by going to see 
the movie Mary Poppins Returns.  The      
original Mary Poppins was the very first 
movie I ever saw and ―Let’s Go Fly A 
Kite‖ may well be the first song I ever 
learned to ―sing‖*.  (*Just fyi: My family 
insists on the quotes whenever I refer to 
myself and singing…)  I was pleased 
with the respect and love for the classic 
film reflected in every frame of this new 
iteration. 

Mary Poppins is, of course, well-known 
for being ―practically perfect in every 
way.‖  Not so much the rest of us.  
That’s    probably one reason the idea of 
making New Year’s resolutions has 
largely gone by the boards – why even 
try when you know you’re going to fail? 

But one of the beauties of creating art is 
that there’s really no standard of           
perfection.  In our wood carving classes 
at the Arts Center, Craig maintains 
―imperfections‖(aka ―mistakes‖) are eas-
ily corrected simply by labeling them 
―folk art.‖  Art is messy, fun, interesting 
and very subjective.  It challenges               
perceptions, builds skills, and brings the 
joy (or maybe hilarity) of creativity.  
There’s no need to be perfect to      par-
ticipate or to enjoy. 

So in 2019, why not plan to pARTicipate 
at the Arts Center.  It’s a perfect New 
Year’s resolution.  As author               

extraordinaire Neil Gaiman says: ―I hope 
that in this year to come, you make      
mistakes. Because if you are making   
mistakes, then you are making new 
things, trying new things, learning, living, 
pushing yourself, changing yourself, 
changing your world. You're doing things 
you've never done before, and more    
importantly, you're doing something. ―     

Make no  mistake - we’re perfectly 
happy to welcome you here! 

- Kris Pearson (and Cara) 

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

As we enter a new year, I am honored to 
assume my new role as President of the 
ACYC Board of Directors. It’s a real 
pleasure to work with such a dedicated 
group of people who—along with our 
amazing cadre of volunteers—give 
countless hours of their time to bring the 
arts, in all their diverse forms, to our 
community.  I am equally thankful for our 
artists, who share their gifts and allow 
us, through their work, to explore the 
richness of human experience.  Here in 
Yates County, we suffer from an 
embarrassment of riches when it comes 
to gifted artists and craftspeople, and we 
work hard to ensure that the Arts Center 

is a worthy venue to showcase their 
talents.   
  
At the Arts Center, we take to heart our 
informal motto, so succinctly espoused 
by the late Keith Haring, that ―art is for 
everyone.‖  Our door is open to friends 
both old and new, and I look forward to 
seeing many of you at the Arts Center 
this year, attending an exhibit opening, 
taking a workshop, or simply dropping in 
to say hello, peruse the gallery, and 
explore what art means to you. See you 
soon! 

 
- Dixon Zorovich 
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The Flick Gallery 

 

Hannah Graeper 

Brandi Marino 

Craig Wilson 

Phiddy Webb 

Alan and Rosemary Bennett 

Lana Grauer 

Kevin Feary 

Michelle Izzo 

Christine Barney 

Dan Roemmelt 

Caryl Flickinger 

Celebration! Holiday Show 

Penn Yan Art Guild   

Exhibit— 

Fran Bliek (left),  

Ginny Deneka (above) 

We appreciate all the featured artists who joined our regular exhibiting artists  

to make 2018 such a great year! 

Student Art  

Exhibit 



The Flick Gallery 
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Be a part of the camaraderie surrounding the    

Flick gallery!  

The Exhibits committee, an active group of artists 

and non-artists, oversees all shows. Additional 

valued volunteers make our varied exhibitions 

come to life. It’s a fun, friendly group and I’m sure 

you’d enjoy participating. Let Kris know and we’ll 

talk about the possibilities. 

Message to Exhibiting Artists  

Thank you for helping 

to make 2018 one of 

our best years ever! 

Keep your eye on our 

updated show dates 

below so it can all 

happen again! As a 

reminder, the day you 

drop off new artwork 

you should be picking 

up unsold artwork 

from the previous 

show. Please pick up on time to avoid carting your 

unsold artwork to the storage space in the 

basement. There is always a risk of damage or 

loss when stored.  

Interested in exhibiting in the gallery? 

To show in the gallery you must provide 3 

examples of artwork. Artwork and your reference 

must be original to you and be exhibit-ready. You 

must also provide a cover sheet/artist statement 

and have a Finger Lakes connection. Review 

criteria is based, in part, on appeal, skill & 

technique, uniqueness, sale price and whether the 

medium is already well represented. Our next 

review of artwork will be mid-May. We welcomed 

12 new exhibiting artists in 2018.  Please call 

ACYC and speak with Kris for more details.  

 

Exhibit Schedule for 2019 -  

Drop off/Pick Up Dates 

This year, we have ten shows including a student 
show in March and a fundraiser in July when we 
welcome artwork from anyone wishing to donate. 

 

Interlude Current Exhibit;  

Pick-up Fri, March 1,  PM or March 2, AM 

Yates County Schools  March 2 - March 17  

Drop-off and pick up over the weekends 

Between the Seasons  

Drop-off Mon. Mar 18;Pick-up April 29  

Stay in the Loop 

Drop-off Mon Apr 29; Pick-up June 10 

Cream of the Crop 

Drop-off June 10; Pick-up July 15 

Fundraiser  

Drop-off Mon July 15; Pick-up July 29 

Specifics TBA. All artwork welcome. 

Art in the Finger Lakes 

Drop-off Mon July 29  

(Artwork from fundraiser is donated and will be 
kept to exhibit in the future.) 

Penn Yan Art Guild (PYGA members only) 

Drop-off Tues Sept 3; Pick-up Oct 7  

Naples Trio 

Drop-off Mon Oct 7; Pick-up Nov 11 

Celebration 

Drop-off Mon Nov 11; Pick-up TBA  
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CLASSES & WORKSHOPS 
Planning is underway for the 2019 workshop 
season at the Arts Center. Workshops are 
usually held at the Arts Center or, during 
summer months, at the Arts Center’s Keuka 
Lake-side facility, Sunny Point. Both locations 
are accessible. The Arts Center is flexible about 
including new classes as instructors become 
available, so be sure to check the Arts Center’s 
website often to see what’s happening. 

ENHANCE YOUR LANDSCAPES 
Fridays, February 1-22  1 pm – 4 pm 
Grant Lounsbury 
Painting a compelling landscape often 
means deviating from the picture you have 
before you – adding or subtracting elements, 
changes to color and value, and finding the 
proper perspective. Grant will take you 
through the elements of light and color, 
perspective and composition to refine your 
landscape painting techniques.  For 
landscape painters with some 
experience.   $120 members, $144 not-yet-
members 
 

BEGINNING STAINED GLASS 
Saturday, February 9  10 am – 2 pm 
Craig Sandberg 
Learn the copper foil method to connect pieces 
of colored glass into two-dimensional pieces 
suitable for hanging or as an ornament. Cutting 
and pattern development will be covered, as well 
as tools and techniques.  $40 members, $48 not-
yet-members 
 
ADVANCED STAINED GLASS 
Saturday, March 2  10 am – 2 pm  
Craig Sandberg 
Using skills learned in beginning stained glass 
experiment with three-dimensional pieces, such 
as glass boxes, larger scenes and more complex 
patterns.  $40 members, $48 not-yet-members   
 

LEARNING TO PAINT LANDSCAPES 
Fridays, March 8-29  1 pm – 3 pm 
Grant Lounsbury 
Living in this region it’s difficult not to be 
inspired by great landscapes.  Learn how to 
capture that inspiration in paint!  Grant will 

teach you the elements of compelling 
landscapes and exploring the various 
painting mediums to help you discover your 
creative core.   For beginning painters or 
painters with little experience in landscape 
painting.  $80 members, $96 not-yet-
members 
 
BEGINNING WEAVING 
Saturday, March 23  10 am – 2 pm 
Craig Sandberg 
Learn the basics of loom weaving and the 
workings of a variety of hand and lap 
looms.  Discuss developing and following 
patterns as well as the best materials to use for 
loom weaving.   $40 members, $48 not-yet-
members   
SPRING FOLK ART CARVING 
Saturday, April 6  10 am – 2 pm 
Craig Sandberg 
Celebrate the return of spring by learning to find 
the bunny or egg or flower in a block of 
wood.  Hand-carving dimensional figures using a 
variety of carving tools and 
techniques.  Beginner friendly – more advanced 
projects for those with some carving 
experience.  $40 member, $48 not-yet-members 
 

SAVE THE DATE 
 
PET PORTRAITS / AMAZING ANIMALS! 
Thurs – Sat, July 24, 25, 26, 2019 9 am – 4 pm 
Elizabeth St. Hilaire 
 The Arts Center of Yates County is bringing 
back world-renowned ―paper painter‖ Elizabeth 
St. Hilairefor a three-day pet / animal portraits 
collage workshop.  Pets and Amazing Animals 
are not limited to man's best friend - goats, 
roosters, llamas and elephants are included. 
Participants will learn how to create unique 
painted collage 
paper with a 
variety of mono-
printing 
techniques via 
the Gel Printing 
plate.   $425 
members, $475 
not-yet-members 
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Volunteer Corner 
The Arts Center has been very capably served by 
Karen Payne as our Coordinator of Docents and 
Volunteers.  She has just retired from that position 
but will still be giving her time as a docent.  The 
Board thanks her for her efforts and wishes her well. 

I'm Lynn Blumenau, her replacement as Coordinator, 
and I have enormous shoes to fill!!  After our 
exhibiting artists, docents are the lifeblood of the 
Arts Center.  They greet our visitors and assist them 
and our executive director Kris Pearson any way 
they can.  We usually ask the docents to work 2 time 
slots a month but several people volunteer more 
frequently.  We offer shadowing, training and 
support to all who are interested in working at the 
Arts Center.  If you are interested or have questions 
about what it takes to be a docent at ACYC, please 
email me at lynnblumenau@gmail.com or call 585-
739-2921.  We especially need more docents during 
the winter months when some of our regulars are out 
of town. 

I look forward to answering questions and working 
with all our docents - new and experienced. 

 - Lynn Blumenau, Volunteer Coordinator 

Strategic Plan Update 
As part of the Arts Center's efforts to make 

improvements, the Strategic Planning Committee 

completed a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 

and Threats (SWOT) analysis with the Board of 

Directors. With the help of Causewave Community 

Partners members were sent a survey to complete.  

Out of the 253 people who completed the survey, 

79% of those were over the age of 55.  Surprisingly, 

70% of the participants were year-round residents 

and 81% have lived here for more than 10 years.  

Most people aged 55 or older, and/or retired, prefer 

to take a class during the week, either in the morning 

or afternoon.  Participants between 25-54 years old 

prefer evening and weekend workshops.  And 

almost everyone preferred to hear about classes via 

email.  Also, 35% of our participating artists have 

taught a class for the Arts Center.   

This was a great beginning for us as we set out to 

make recommendations to the board on how to 

improve member experience.  So, please stay tuned 

and let any of us on the Board know if you have 

ideas or appeals to help with our process. 

Thanks to everyone who participated in the survey. It 

is our pleasure to congratulate the winner of our 

survey raffle recipient, Terry Fingar! We hope she 

enjoys spending her $25 gift certificate at the Arts 

Center.  

  - Sandy Murrin, Past President 
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Sunny Point 

Mark Malcolm is a local realtor who has been 
selling properties on and around Keuka and Seneca 
Lakes for almost 30 years.  His Century 21 office 
has been a business member of the Arts Center 
since 2010 and Mark and his wife, Debbie, who’s 
been a fixture on the Mark Malcolm Team for 14 
years, have been associate members for much of 
that time as well.   
 
Mark says ―we support the arts in our community, 
as we both believe that it represents the passion 
and sensitivity that each of us can share with one 
another in a caring, genuine way.  Whether as an 
artist, or as someone who appreciates the talents of 
others, the Arts Center of Yates County has for us 
been a cause we continue to enjoy and support.‖ 
Deb is a regular visitor to the Arts Center, popping 
in to buy cards or check out the latest exhibits. 
Mark’s customers, friends and neighbors always 
enjoy the personalized cards he orders from the 
Arts Center every holiday season, which help 
highlight our local artistic talent as well as celebrate 
the season.   

We appreciate the Malcolm’s recognition of and 
support for the important role of the Arts Center in 
making our community the best that it can be. 

Business Spotlight - Mark Malcolm 

INTRODUCING………Michael Maxwell, our new 

Annie’s Boathouse Pottery Manager at Sunny Point 

this summer. 

We would like to introduce the Annie’s Boathouse 

Pottery Manager for the 2019 summer season at 

Sunny Point.  He is a highly qualified educator, 

potter and administrator and we are excited about 

his enthusiasm for getting Annie’s Boathouse 

Pottery off to a great start this summer.  Most 

recently he was a long-term substitute at Notre 

Dame High School in Elmira where he taught 

ceramics, photography and art.  Previous to that, he 

had been the studio manager of Carol Ann Wilson 

Pottery Ltd in Boulder Colorado.  He was the 

founding partner/potter/owner of Old Mill Pottery in 

Brooktondale, NY.  He taught ceramics at Elmira 

College, 171 Cedar Arts Center in Corning, Corning-

Painted Post School District and the Elmira City 

School District.  He is a recognized visual artist 

himself as well as an accomplished musician and  

founding member of the band Regular Genius.  In 

addition, he was a middle school assistant principal 

and interim principal at Northside Blodgett Middle 

School in Corning, held several administrative 

positions in several disciplines and is a writer and 

author. We are extremely excited to welcome him to 

The Arts Center of Yates County and look forward to 

his excellent direction in helping to promote new and 

interesting 

pottery classes 

at Sunny Point 

this summer.  

Sunny Point will 

open for the 

season with our 

annual chicken 

barbecue on 

Sunday, June 

2nd.  

-Caryl Flickinger 
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For more than a decade many of the most iconic 

pictures of Keuka Lake and the surrounding area 

have come from the camera of one man – Steve 

Knapp, of Keukaview Photography.   His four 

seasonal views of Keuka from high above the east 

side of the lake are favorites with locals and tourists 

alike and he’s well known for capturing the essence 

of the many animals who populate his images. 

A native of the area, Steve began taking pictures 

with a little plastic Brownie camera his parents gave 

him for Christmas in the mid-1950s.  He graduated 

to a 35 mm camera in 1971 when he found one for 

a good price on a trip to Japan.  Over the years he 

honed his photography skills, often using his three 

sons as models and taking advantage of the new 

sights while traveling to 62 different countries in the 

course of his work. 

Steve began his career as a professional 

photographer when he returned to the area in 2002 

and settled on Knapp Road in his partner Nancy’s 

beautiful home high above the east side of Keuka, 

looking out over ―perhaps the best view of Keuka 

Lake.‖  Diving into digital photography, he quickly 

mastered editing his photos in Adobe Photoshop 

and Lightroom and high quality printing equipment.   

Over the years, Steve amassed more than 600 

stunning digital images of the region.  That led him 

to consider what comes next. 

 ―I want to be sure that my digital photography 

collection is preserved for others to enjoy…and 

frankly, it is an important part of my legacy…neither 

of my sons has sufficient interest or ongoing 

connections to Keuka Lake and the Finger Lakes to 

preserve and share the collection,‖ Steve says. 

Last year Steve made the decision to leave his 

digital collection and his professional printer to the 

Arts Center of Yates County upon his passing.  

Steve has been an exhibiting artist at the Arts 

Center for more than a decade and has been very 

supportive of the Center’s move onto Penn Yan’s 

Main Street.   

―The Flick Gallery is a wonderful addition to Penn 

Yan and Main Street.  It’s a first class gallery and is 

certainly a draw for tourists, though perhaps not 

appreciated enough, yet, by many locals,‖ says 

Steve. 

Upon Steve’s passing the Arts Center will own his 

work and will be free to print, display and continue 

to sell his photos, providing an income source that 

will help support the organization for years to come.  

It’s a generous and thoughtful gift for which we are 

most grateful. 

You can see some of Steve’s images in the Flick 

Gallery through February or check out his website 

www.keukaview.com or visit his Facebook page. 

Donor Spotlight—A Creative Legacy 

http://www.keukaview.com
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ART AROUND THE AREA 
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PALM-OF-THE-HAND  

MEMOIR WRITERS GROUP 
 Monday, February 4 

Monday, March 4 

 5:00 pm 

at the Arts Center.   

Come share the stories that shaped you.  

Everyone is welcome! 

PYAG Member Studio Days 

Open Studio Days on the following 
Mondays at 9:00 am - noon  

in the Arts Center’s Rosenfeld Studio 
on 2nd floor  

 

February 11 
February 28 

 
Come paint together  

and encourage one another to grow in 
artistic creativity!  

 
All artists are welcome to join our activities.  
Check out our newly designed website at 

www.PennYanArtGuild.org or  
email PennYanArtGuild@gmail.com 

Tabora Farm and Winery Café  
is offering a  

Valentine’s Day Dinner and  
Wine Pairing 

 
Friday, February 15 from 6:30-8:30 pm 

 
Cost is $30/person  

or $40/person with the wine pairing  
for the four course meal 

 
Seating is limited 

Check Facebook for menu and 

call 607-678-4342 to reserve your spot 

Penn Yan Middle School  
 

presents the musical  
 

Once Upon A Mattress 
 

February 8 & 9 at 7 pm 
& 

Feb 10 at 2 pm 
 

For tickets call 315-536-3366 

Dundee Jr and Senior  
High School  

 

presents the musical  
 

The Spelling Bee 
 

February 28,  
 

March 1 & March 2 at 7 pm 
 

―Rooster Hill After Dark‖ 
 

Wednesdays and Fridays 

5—7 PM 

Special Food and Wine Pairings 

Food prepared by Chef Steve Owens 

315-536-4773 



Arts Center of Yates County 

127 Main Street 

Penn Yan, NY 14527 

 

Hours 

Open  Mon.-Fri 10:00-4:00, Sat 9-3  

315-536-8226 

  E-mail: ArtsCenter@YCAC.org 

Www.ArtsCenterYatesCounty.org 

 

Arts Center of Yates County programs are made possible 

in part by the New York State Council on the Arts with the 

support of   Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York 

State Legislature.   

Amber Waves B & B 

Bank of the Finger Lakes 

Barrington Cellars 

Basin Park Marina 

Century 21, Mark Malcolm 

Church Creative Flooring 

Community Bank 

D J Builders & Remodelers 

Douglas B. Miles Agency 

Edward Jones 

Eire by Bev Faulkner 

Howard Hanna Realty 

Hunt Country Vineyards  

Knapp & Schlappi Lumber 

Long’s Cards & Books 

Marble’s Automotive 

Morgan’s Grocery 

Opera House Antiques - Willie Bilancio 

Penn Yan Plumbing &  Heating 

Rooster Hill Vineyards 

Seneca Farms 

Sommerville Pottery 

Steamboat Castle 

Stork Insurance  

The Esperanza View 

The Switz 

Thomas Scott Woodwork 

Tigercandy Arts, Inc. 

Water Street Wines & Spirits 

Wagener Estate B & B 

Support the Businesses That Support  

the Arts Center! 

Check your address label for the date your membership needs 

to be renewed! 


